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CRITICAL POINT THEORY FOR NONLINEAR EIGENVALUE

PROBLEMS WITH INDEFINITE PRINCIPAL PART

BY

MELVYNS.BERGERi1)

ABSTRACT.   A study of the nontrivial solutions of the operator equation

Lu = X)I (u) is made, where  L  is a selfadjoint Fredholm operator mapping

a Hilbert space  H into itself, and 7l(u) is a C ' weakly sequentially con-

tinuous real-valued functional defined on //.  Applications are given to the

theory of semilinear elliptic boundary value problems and periodic solutions

of Hamiltonian systems.

In this article we study the nontrivial solutions of the nonlinear operator

equation

(0.1) L« = AÎI'(zz)      (A¿0)

where  L is a bounded selfadjoint operator with closed range mapping a Hilbert

space H into istelf such that dim Ker L < .«, and 5l(a) is a C   functional de-

fined on H with Fre'chet derivative 31 '(«) and 3ï '(0) = 0.  Equations of this type

arise naturally in the study of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems [l],as

well as in the study of the solutions of boundary value problems for semilinear

elliptic partial differential equations \z\. The method that has proven success-

ful in each of the above references is based on isoperimetric variational problems

in the calculus of variations.  Here we show that these examples can be unified

in a Hilbert space context by straightforward methods of critical point theory.

A particular difficulty with the study of the solutions of (0.1) is the fact

that Ker L is generally nontrivial while the quadratic form (Lu, u) may be in-

definite.   In either case, a nontrivial solution of (0.1) will not correspond to

either an absolute minimum of the functional ¡(u) = xA(Lu, u) — Aji(a) (which will

generally be   - «>)   or (for similar reasons) to an extremum of îï(a) with the

constraint (Lu, u) = const.  Thus, from the point of view of the calculus of vari-

ations, any nontrivial solution of (0.1) will be a true critical point of "minimax

type".  Such critical points are generally treated by topological methods.  How-
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ever an important part of our work is the demonstration that such critical points

often can be treated analytically by generalizing the notion of orthogonality to

a nonlinear context.  This generalization is based on a "principle of natural con-

straints" which we discuss in §L

For example, in global differential geometry, a simple closed geodesic on a

compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) is called nontrivial if it is not a point of 3H.

Clearly closed nontrivial geodesies are thus minimax points of the arclength func-

tional.  Currently such closed geodesies are studied by deep topological methods.

However, in [6], Poincare' showed in the case of two-dimensional ovaloids that a

simple closed geodesic y may be found as a minimum of the arclength functional

subject to the constraint that the "integra curvatura" of M is bisected by y

(i.e., y divides M in two pieces  M. and AL and on each the integra curvatura

is 277).  The Gauss-Bonnet theorem, then, implies that this constraint is a "nat-

ural" one in the sense that it is satisfied by every nontrivial simple closed geodesic.

The basic idea behind this "principle of natural constraints" is that a crit-

ical point of minimax type of a functional l(u) defined on H can be reduced to

a study of the  absolute minimum of    /(a)   restricted to an appropriate submani-

fold defined by the natural constraints.   However, in order to solve the resulting

isoperimetric problem in the Hubert space H, certain compactness restrictions

must be placed on the operator 3l '(u).  These compactness restrictions are easily

expressed in terms of the functional 7l(u) by saying that Jl(u) is sequentially

weakly continuous (i.e., whenever a   —> a weakly in H, Jl(a ) —* îï(a)).

It is important to distinguish this sequential notion from continuity with re-

spect to the weak topology in H.   Indeed in almost all the cases we consider, the

functional Jl(u) will not be continuous with respect to the weak topology in H.

The notion of weak sequential continuity is, therefore, used here to specify the

continuity properties of ?l(a) relative to weak convergence in H, substituting for

the weak continuity property.

The author is grateful to the referee for a number of helpful suggestions.

The organization of our work is as follows.  In §1, we mention the basic

preliminaries concerning critical point theory in Hubert space which will be used

in the following sections.   In §11, we treat the problem of finding one-parameter

families of solutions of (0.1) by global methods without regard to norm.   §111 is

concerned with local results strengthening those of §11, provided one has a first

approximation to the nontrivial solution of (0.1).   §IV is given over to applica-

tions of the results of the previous sections to the study of solutions of various

differential systems.

I.   Preliminaries.  We begin by considering the nontrivial solutions of (0.1)

from the point of view of critical point theory.   By nontrivial solutions of (0.1) we
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mean those pairs  (a, A) e H x R   which satisfy (0.1) and neither a nor A is zero.

As we mentioned in the introduction, if Ker L ¿\0\, such solutions are not read-

ily obtained by standard critical point theory.   If the operator 31 '(a) were linear,

however, one could consider the equation (0.1) on the orthogonal complement of

Ker L,  [Ker LI   in H.  Moreover, on [Ker LI   standard methods apply. Since the

operator ÎZ '(a) considered here is nonlinear, we shall find a nonlinear analogue

by substituting a (curved) manifold m in H tot the linear subspace  ÙCer L\ .

In order to find such a manifold Î1Î we define the notion of a natural constraint

S = ía| /(a) = 0} for (0.1) as follows.

Definition.   $ = \u\ f (u) = 0\ is a natural constraint for (0.1), if

(i)  all nontrivial solutions of (0.1) are in the set S, and

(ii) the real-valued function / is  C    on H.

In the present case since [Ker L\   = ja| a e H, (a, w) =.0, w e Ker L\, by choos-

ing an orthonormal basis for Ker L,  lu/y, •••, u>N], the sets S¿ = ía| Oí '(u), w{) =

0! (z = 1, • • •, Ai) are natural constraints for (0.1) provided ÎÎ is C .  Indeed,

if a is a nontrivial solution of (0.1), taking the inner product of (0.1) with w. e

Ker L, we find Oï '(u), w.) = 0 by virtue of the selfadjointness of L.   In our work

of §11, U-_i S¿ will be the desired analogue of [Ker L] .

Thus in order to solve (0.1) we shall reformulate the solutions of (0.1) as the

extrema of a real-valued function GQ(u) defined on some contsraint set C, defined

by a finite number of C   real-valued functions G-(a) (i = 1, ■ • • , zV) defined on

H.   In order to determine the operator equation satisfied by such a critical point,

we prove

Lemma A.  Suppose aQ is an extremum of the C   functional G Au) subject

to the constraint C = {a| G{(u) = c. (i = 1, • • • , AT)}, where the numbers c. are

constants.    Then there are numbers A. (not all zero) such that

(1.1) Z AC;.(a0)=0
N

c
=0

where G.'(a0) denotes the Fréchet derivative of G-(x) at an.

Proof. We argue by contradiction, by assuming that the vectors G-'(an)

(i = 0, < • •, N) are linearly independent.   Let the extreme value of Gn(a) on C

be cn, then we show that if (1.1) is never satisfied, we can find a curve u(t) e

C for |/| sufficiently small with a(0)=aQ suchthat Gn(a(f)) = cQ + t.  Since t

can be positive or negative, this contradicts the fact that aQ is an extremum for

G0 on C.   To this end, let u(t)= aQ + 1™s0a.(t)w. where the real-valued func-

tions a.(t) and the vectors w. are to be determined such that
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(1.2) a/0) = 0,      G0 Wr)) = cQ + t,      G.(«(/)) = c{      (i = 1, • • •, N).

Assuming the w. ate given, we can find the functions ah) satisfying (1.2) pro-

vided that we can solve the initial value problem

^c«[Bo+saH"yf (i - 0.N)

(1.3)

afO) = 0

where yQ = 1 and y. = 0 for i > 0. Simplifying (1.3) we can rewrite this initial

solution to the problem in the vector form

(1.4) %(a(t))da/dt = y,      aiO) = 0,

where «(f) = (a0(t), •■■ , aN(t)), y = (1, 0, • ■ ■ , 0), and %(a(t)= (a¿;.)) is the

(/V + l)x (N + 1 ) matrix with entries a.. = (G¿'(a0 + a(t) ' w), w.) with w =

(wQ, w.,---, wN). Now by the existence theorem for systems of ordinary differ-

ential equations, (1.4) and consequently (1.2) has solutions provided the matrix

2I(a(t)) has an inverse, for  \t\ sufficiently small, that depends continuously on

a(t). Clearly this will be the case provided det |2l(a(0))| 4 0.  Thus we shall

choose vectors w. such that the determinant D, whose entries are (G^(u0),w.)

(i, j = 0, • • • , N), is different from zero.  To this end we shall make use of the

fact that the vectors  G-'(a0) (z = 0, • • • , N) ate linearly independent, by assump-

tion.

In fact with w. = GJ(uQ), suppose D = det | G¿'(a0), Gy'(a0)| = 0.  Then the

system of linear equations

(1.5) Z ßj^'Au0), G'.(u0)) = 0       (i = 0, - - -, N)
i

has a nontrivial solution, ß. (say).   On the other hand, multiplying the equation

(1.5) by ß{ and summing we find that for jS¿ = ßi (say),

(1.6)

N

Z  ßfi'iu,)
í=0

0    which implies    Z ¡S'.G'Íbq) = 0.

N

E
7=0

Since the vectors  g!(uq) ate linearly independent, (1.6) shows that ß. = 0

(z = 0, • • • , N). This however contradicts the fact that D = det | (G¿'(a0), G'(a0))| =

0.   Thus D 4 0 and the curve a(r) e C exists for  |r| sufficiently small, and there-

fore G„(a(z))= cQ + t.

On the other hand, in order to solve (0.1) locally, as we shall do in § III, we
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shall write H as a direct sum H = Ker L © H0 where H0 = [Ker L] . Let P//0

be the projection of H —* H0, then PhqL = L on f/0 and for A ¿ 0 the equation

(0.1) can be written as the system

(1.7) Lu7 = AP„ TL'(v + w),
"o

(1.8) (/-P„ )Jl'(w + w) = 0
"o

where v e Ker L and w e HQ.  Now the question arises as to whether critical

point theory can be applied to the system (1.7)—(1.8).  In this connection, we prove

Lemma B.   Suppose (1.8) uniquely determines v as a function of w, say

v = g(w) (with g differentiable).   Then the solutions of (1.7) coincide with the

critical points of the functional i(w) = V¡(Lw, w) - Ajl(«/ + g(w)) on HQ.

Proof.  First we compute  (d/dttfl(w + e v + g(w + e v)) |f_„ for v e /7n.  Now

(1.9) (d/de)Jl(w + ev + g(w + fv))\    Q = (Jl(w + g(w)), v + g'(w)v).

Since g(w): H0 —» Ker L and is differentiable, g '(w): H0 —» Ker L.   Thus g'(w)v

= 0 and the right-hand side of (1.9) becomes  OUf + g(w)), v). Consequently the

Gateaux derivative of i(w)

(i'(w), v) = (Lw - xK'(w + g(w)), v) for v eH^

= (Lw - XJl'(w + g(w)), PH u)    it v = P„ "'

= (Lw - PH kJl'(w + g(w)), u)      for all a e H.

Consequently Lw = Apw.JÎ '(w + g(w)).  The converse statement follows from

reversing the augument just given.

Another result of importance in the study of the solutions of (0.1) consists

in establishing that the system of natural constraints for (0.1) is nonvacuous.

For systems of the form La = A)l '(a), a set of natural constraints obtained above

were

(1.10) S. = {a|0T(a), «,.)=. 01   (i«l.".,N).

These constraints can be written

(1.11) Í Jl' L + ¿  ß.w\, w) =0       (;« 1, ..., N).

Regarding (1.11) as a function of ß = (ßx, ■ • • , ßN) and fixing v e [Ker L] ,,
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(1.10) is satisfied by those AJ-vectors ß that are critical points of the functional

F(ß) = 7i(v + INsl ßtbj). Now we prove

Lemma C.  Suppose Jliu) z's a C   strictly convex function of u with Jl(a)>

Jl(0) = 0; then the constraint set

CR = |B| Jl(a) = R, Ol'iu), w) = 0,w£ Ker L\

is nonvacuous for each R > 0.

Proof.  First we note that by virtue of the remarks just above and the strict

convexity of the functional Jl, there is one and only one critical point ß(v) =

(ßx(v), • • -, jS^z,)) of F(ß) = Tiiv + 2fal/3.u-.) for fixed v £ [Ker L]1. Thus for

each positive s, there is an element vis) = sv + 2N^xßiis)wi such that

Oí 'Ws))i w)= 0 tot all w £ Ker L.  Now for fixed nonzero v £ [Ker L]   the

function G(s, j8j, • •■• , ßN) = Tlisv + 1N_ß .tv.) is a strictly convex function de-

fined on RN+1, so that as  |s| + 2fml |/3¿| —» «, Gis, ßt, • • •, ßN) -* «t. Hence,

as a function of s, g(s) = Jl(szv + 1._xßi(sv)w.) —» oo as s —» «t. Consequently

the lemma is proved provided we show that the function g(s) is a continuous

function of s.   This is immediate from convexity theory (see [3, pp. 255—256])

since g(s) = inf Gis, j8j, — , ßN) over /3j, • • • , /3„ and G is strictly convex.

Remark. If 31(0) 4 0, an analogue of Lemma C clearly holds provided R is

chosen sufficiently large. Similarly if Jl(a) is strictly convex only for |a| suf-

ficiently large, Lemma C holds provided again R is also chosen sufficiently large.

II.   Some global results.  We are now in a position to prove

Theorem 1.   Suppose L is a bounded selfadjoint Fredholm operator mapping

a real Hilbert space H into itself, and such that (Lu, a) > 0.  Suppose Jl(a) z's a C

strictly convex functional defined on H that is weakly sequentially continuous

and such that Jliu) > Jl(0) = 0.   Set CR = \u\ u£H, Jliu) = R, 01 '(a), w) = 0 V w £

Ker LL   Then provided

(*) iLu, u) —» oo    as ||a|| —♦ oo    for u £ CR,

the equation Lu = Ají '(a) has a one parameter family of nontrivial solutions

(a(R),AQ?)) with 3l(aQ?))= R and \ÍR)> 0.   Furthermore uiR) is characterized

as an element in CR that attains inf (La, a) for a £ CR.

Proof.  First we show that any element uQ that achieves the minimum of

G0(a) = ViiLu, u) subject to the constraints  CR = ia| a £ H, Jliu) = R, Ol '(a), w) =

0 for all w £ Ker L\ is a solution of the equation  La = Ajl '(a) which obviously

has the property that îl(aQ) = R.   Indeed by Lemma A, uQ must satisfy an equa-

tion of the form
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N

(2.1) j80La = jS^'di) + Z ßl^'(u)wi
¿=2

where (w., • • •, wJ) denotes an orthonormal basis for Ker L and j8¿

(i - 0, 1, • « • , N) are constants.  We show that the constants ß{ = 0 tot z > 1

while /30 and ßx ate not zero.  Taking the inner product of (2.1) with ß.w.

and using the facts that Lw. = 0 and 01 '(a), w)- 0 tot any u> e Ker L, we find

that, for w = 1N,ß.w., 0t"(aV» w)='0. Since Jl"(a) is selfadjoint, 3l"(a)a> =

0. Since Jl is strictly convex, Ker Jl"(a) = 0, so that w = 0, i.e., ß{ = 0,

i > 1.  Now ß0 ¿ 0, since if it were zero, ßx /= 0 so that 31 '(u) = 0.  In this case

u = 0, since Jl is strictly convex, which contradicts the fact that 3l(a) = R > 0.

To demonstrate that ßl ¿ ft, we suppose the contrary, then LaQ = 0 so aQ e

Ker L.  Thus since aQ e CR, 01 '(«0), «0) = 0; and again by the strict convexity

of Jl(a), aQ = 0 contradicting again the fact that 5l(an) = R > 0.

Next we show that inf lA(Lu, a) over CR is attained by an element u e CR.

By hypothesis, (La, a)> 0 and by virtue of Lemma C, the constraint set CR is

nonempty for each R > 0.  Thus denoting inf xA(Lu, a) over CR by a, we sup-

pose we have a sequence a   e C„ such that M(La , a )< a + 1 and xA(Lu , a )
r * n        R n     n   — 7Zfz

—» a.   Letting a   = v   + w , v   e Ker L and «/   e Hn= [Ker L] , we find
°    n       n        n     n n        u

(Lw , a» ) < a + 1.  Since  L has closed range, there is a constant c > 0 independ-

ent of n such that (Lw , w )> c\\w \\ .  Consequently,  \\w \\ is uniformly bound-

ed.  Now we show that  \\v \\ is bounded uniformly.  If  \\v || —> « while  \\w \\ <

const, by the coerciveness hypothesis of the theorem, a   = v   + w   e dCR,

implies that  (La , a ) —» » which contradicts the fact that H(La , u )< a + 1.
n     n n     n   —

Thus an = vn + wn is a bounded sequence in H, and consequently has a weakly

convergent subsequence with weak limit â (say).  Clearly (Là, a) is lower semi-

continuous with respect to weak convergence, so that Vi(Lu, â) < a.  Now we

prove that 1A(Lmuu) = a by showing that CR is weakly closed, since then ä e

CR. Now the functional K(a) is continuous with respect to weak convergence,

so that if un —» a weakly in H with un e CR, 3l(an) = Jl(a) = R.  Similarly since

Jl is a  C   functional continuous with respect to weak convergence, ÎI '(a) maps

weakly convergent sequences into strongly convergent sequences.  Thus 0 =

Ol '("„)» ») = 01 '(u), w) tot all w e Ker L.   Thus CR is weakly closed, and the

theorem is proved.

In order to handle the case in which the operator L has negative eigenvalues,

we prove the following

Theorem 2. Theorem 1 holds without the hypothesis that (Lu, a)> 0, provided

we suppose the essential spectrum of L C (0, eo) (i.e., the set \u\ (Lu, u)< 0| is

finite dimensional),  ¡n this case \(R) may be negative.
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Proof.  By repeating the first patt of the proof of Theorem 1, we note that it

suffices to show that inf ViiLu, a) over CR is attained by an element uQ £ CR.

Since L has closed tange, finite dimensional kernel, and is a bounded selfadjoint

operator,  L can be written as the difference of two selfadjoint nonnegative op-

erators  L. and  L2; L = Lj - L2.   In fact,  L2 is compact,, since the essential

spectrum of L is nonnegative.   Consequently the quadratic form (La, a) is lower

semicontinuous with respect to weak convergence in H.   Thus to show that the

irifimum of (La, a) over  CR is attained, it remains to prove:

(i)  (La, a) is bounded below by a finite number a (say) on CR,

(ii) the set \u\ u £ CR  a < (Lu, u) < a + 1\ is unifotmly bounded in H.

Now the fact that the  L2 is compact implies that negative specttum of  L

is bounded below and consequently (La, a) can tend to - oo only if  ||a|| —» oo.

Thus (i) must hold, since by the coerciveness hypothesis, (*)of the theorem

implies that (La, a) —» + oo is  ||a|| —» oo for a e CR.   Similarly, this coerciveness

hypothesis (*)also yields (ii).   Thus Theorem 2 is established.

Furthermore the smoothness restriction on 71(a) may be reduced by virtue

of the following

Corollary A.   Theorems 1 and 2 continue to hold if the smoothness require-

ment on ÎL(u) is reduced to C .   However, in this case, the extremal characteri-

zation of the pair (u(r), \(R)) may no longer hold.

Proof.   First we observe that the  C    hypothesis on Ji(a) was needed only

in case Ker L was nontrivial.  Thus we shall apply Theorems 1 and 2 to an am-

mended operator equation on the subspace H   = [Ker L]    where the operator L

is invertible (so that 51(a) need only be  C ).  The sttict convexity of Jt(u) is

then used to equate the solutions of original and amended operator equations.

Indeed let  P denote the canonical projection of H onto [Ker L]   then the

equation La =An'a can be written as the pair

(2.2)a Lt, = XPTl'iv + w), v £ [Ker L]\

(2.2)b 0 = (/ - P)7l'iv + w),      w £ Ker L.

For fixed v, the equation (2.2)b has the unique solution w = giv), by vittue of

the strict convexity of Jiiu). In addition, by [3] the strict convexity of TLiu) and

the fact giv) is chatacterized the minimum of Tliv + w) for w £ Ker L implies

that .giv) is differentiable.   Consequently by Lemma B of §1, the operatot equa-

tion (2.2)a with w replaced by giv) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2

on H1 = (Ker L)   except that the functional îl(v + giv)) is now only C .   How-

ever, on H , Ker L is trivial and so the arguments of Theorem 1 apply ditectly

to yield the desired result.
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The arguments given in Theorems 1 and 2 enable us to easily prove the

following necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of nontrivial sol-

utions of (0.1).

Corollary B.   Suppose L is a selfadjoint bounded Fredholm operator mapping

H into H with nonnegative essential spectrum.   If % is a C   weakly sequentially

continuous functional defined on H suchthat (t) either Oí '(u), u) = 0 or3l(a) = 0

implies a = 0, and7l"(u) is injective on Ker L for u/ 0, then a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for the existence of nontrivial solutions of (0.1) is that the set

CR =\u\ u e H, 3Ka) = R, (J&u), w) = 0 for w e Ker L\

is nonempty for some R /0, provided (Lu, a) —+ *> for a e CR as \\u\\ —» <».

// Ker L = 0, condition (t) may be replaced by that."K'(u) ¡='0 for u e CR.

Proof.  The sufficiency follows by repeating the proof of Theorem 1.  The

necessity comes from the facts that (a) OUa), w)- 0 for w e Ker L is a natural

constraint for (0.1) and (b) if a solution v of (0.1) is not zero, Jl(v) ^0.  The

last statement of the theorem is immediate by virtue of the proof given for Theo-

rem 1.

Remarks. 1.   Pohozaev [7] has shown that, for a large class C of functionals

7t(a), any number R in the range of /1(a) (apart from a possible set of measure

zero) has the property that Jl '(u)¿0 on the hypersurface \u\ TUxt) = R\. This

generalizes the well-known finite dimensional result of M. Morse fe]. Conse-

quently, if Ker L = 0, apart from the continuity restrictions on Jl e C convexity

restrictions need not be placed on Jl (provided the real number R is well chosen).

2.   If Ker L = 0 and % '(a) is homogeneous of degree p > 1, Jl(u) =

(l/lp + l))0I '(u), a).  Consequently, assuming Jl(u) is not identically constant,

and weakly sequentially continuous, Corollary B and Remark 1 above show that,

for each R > 0, the equation (0.1) has nontrivial solutions as in Theorem 1,

provided (La, a) —► + » for a e CR.

III.   Local results. In this section, we prove two distinct fundamental re-

sults of a local nature of the nontrivial solutions of the equation La = A5l '(a).

First we specialize the family of nontrivial solutions (u(R), \(R)) found in The-

orem 1 by letting R —» 0 and showing that (u(R), A(/?))—► (0, AQ) where AQ is

the smallest nonzero positive eigenvalue of the linear equation

(3.1) L« = Aîï"(0)a.

Secondly we completely remove the convexity restrictions of Theorems 1 and 2

by showing that for every isolated eigenvalue A. of (3.1) of finite multiplicity,
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there is a family of nontrivial solutions  iuiR), Av (/?)) of equation (0.1) [with R

sufficiently small near (0, Ap].

Here we suppose that

(3.2) Jl'(a) = JT(0)a + P(a)    near a = 0

where ||P(a) - P{v)\\ <>(||a||, \\v\\)\\u -v\\ for ||a||, ||w|| sufficiently small and

kix, y) —» 0 as  |x| + |y| —» 0.   We begin by proving the first result just mentioned.

Theorem 3.   Suppose the operator L and the functional Jl satisfy the hypoth-

eses of Theorem 1 above, as well as the condition (3.2).   Let A'   denote the small-

est nonzero positive eigenvalue of Ci.I).   Then, as R —> 0, the nontrivial family

of solutions iuiR), \(r)) referred to in Theorem 1  tends to (0, A'), provided

ft"(0) maps Ker L into itself.

Proof.  The variational characterization of the family iuiR), \{R)) as the

infcp(La, a) implies that, as R —> 0, uiR) —» 0.  Indeed we shall prove below

that inf Co (La, a) —» 0 as R —♦ 0.   Consequently, since any element of a £ C„

can be written in the form a = w + viw), w £ [Ker L]   and viw) £ Ker L (with

viw) uniquely determined by w), wiR) —* 0 strongly in H as R —» 0, so that

viwiR)) and thus uiR) —» 0 as R —> 0.  We shall obtain the desired result then by

showing that both f\(/?)- Aj,! and infcR(La, a) —» 0 with R.   To this end setting

)l"(0) = L,  we note that

(i) Ajj can be characterized as follows:   Aj. = iati}//){Lu, a) over the set

dlR = ia| ViiL^u, u) = R, iLxu, w) = 0 for w £ Ker Li,

(ii) since the pair iuiR), \{R)) satisfies the equation (3.1),

(3.3) A(R) = {LiÁR), uÍR))/Ol'iuÍR)), uiR)).

Now (La(R), uiR)) - inf (La, a) over the set CR = [a| Jl{u)=R. 0l '(a), w) = 0

for w £ Ker Li, and since fl ' = Lj + P for any a e CR with R sufficiently small,

H0i'(a), a) = Jl(«) - fl Gfl'isu) - y2Jl'{u), u)ds

= R + fl iP'isu) - Y2 P'iu), u)ds = R + 0(||a||3).

Since ft(a)= 0(||a||2) for ||a|| sufficiently small, Oí 'iuiR)), uiR)) = R + oiR) as

R — 0.  Thus as R -» 0, by (3.3),

(3.4) A. - \{R) = — i inf (La, a) -   inf (La, a)> + o(l).
0 2R \dzR CR )

To estimate the first term on the right, we note that, by virtue of the arguments

of Lemma C, any element a of CR can be uniquely written a = tv + fitv) where
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\\v\\ = 1 and v e [Ker D , whereas f(tv) e Ker L.   Clearly a similar representa-

tion holds for d1.R : a = sv + g(sv) (say).  However in this case the operator g

is homogeneous of degree 1.   (A fact which we shall use later on.)  Thus

. inf (La, a) - inf (La, a)
d*R CR

(3.5) = inf (L(sv), sv) - inf (L(tv), tv)
t»«[KerL]J-,||v||sl veKerL,||„||=l

= (s2 - t2)\0

where AQ is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of L.   Thus from (3.4) to prove the

result, it suffices to show that s   - t   =» o(R) as R —» 0, or equivalently that

s2 - t   = o(\\u\\  ) as R —» 0.   To prove this last fact, assume for the moment

that the functions / and g, defined above, satisfy the estimates

(3.6) U/WH = 0(||a||),      ||/(a) - g(a)|| = 0(||a||2)    as ||a|| - 0.

Then if v (s) = sv + g(sv) e CR and vit) = tv + f(tv) e d'S,R, and setting Q(v) =

xA(LyV, v), we find

(3.7) Q(vf(t)) + P(vf(t)) = R,

(3.8) Q(vg(s)) = R.

If we replace Q(vf(t)) in (3.7) by Q(vg(t)) + [Q(vf(t))-Q(vg(t))l, use (3.6) and

subtract (3-7) and (3.8), we find that

(3.9) Q(vg(t)) - Q(vg(s)) + o(r2) + P(vf(t)) = 0.

By virtue of the homogeneity of the operator g and the fact that, for a e <52R,

(Lja, w) =0 (for any w e Ker L),

Q(vg(t)) - Q(vg(s)) = (i2 - s2)Q(vg(D).

Thus (3.9) implies that, for fixed v e [Ker L]   with ||u|| = 1,

(3.10) (t2 - s2)Q(vg(l)) + o(t2) + 0(t3) = 0.

Since, L maps Ker L into itself,

(Qv (1)) = (LAv + g(v)\ v) = (L.v, v) > inf (Lv, v) = A   > 0
8 "   ||v||=l,fXKerL

from (3.10) we obtain (s   - t ) = o(||a||  ), as required.   Thus it remains to prove
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Lemma D.   The estimates (3.6) hold.

Proof.  Now /(a) is a mapping of [Ker L]   —• Ker L that satisfies

(3.11) (Lj(a + /(a)) + P'(a + /(a)), w) = 0

for all a/ e Ker L, i.e.

(3.12) TTLj(a + /(a)) + ITP'(a + /(a)) = 0

where II is the canonical projection of H —» Ker L.   Thus IlLj is invertible on

Ker L, by virtue of the strict convexity of üí(a). So (3.12) implies

||/(a)||< constillLjall+Odlall-t-HMa)!!)}.

Consequently ||/(a)|| = 0(||a||).  To estimate ||/(a) - g(a)|| we recall that g(a)

is uniquely defined by the relation

(3.13) IlLj(a + g(a)) = 0.

Subtracting (3.12) and (3.13) we find

nLj(/(a) - g(a)) + nP'(a + /(a)) = 0.

Thus by virtue of the invertibility of IlL,   on Ker L,

||/(a)-g(a)||<||P'(a + /(a))|| = 0(||a||2).

Thus the estimates (3.6) are established.

Finally, we show that the result of this last theorem can be substantially

improved provided only that a local result is desited, by (i) completely removing

the convexity hypothesis on the functional )l(a) = M(Lja, a) + P(a), and (ii)

finding multiple one-parameter families of nontrivial solutions of (3.2).  In order

to state our results succinctly, we define A1, as a point of bifurcation of (0.1)

with respect to the origin if every open neighborhood of (0, Ap on // x R   con-

tains a point (a, X) distinct from (0, A) that satisfies (3.2).   We now prove

Theorem 4.   Suppose L - A'.îï"(0) is a selfadjoint bounded mapping of H

into H with closed range, and finite-dimensional kernel, furthermore we suppose

that Jiiu) is a C    real-valued function defined in a neighborhood of the origin

and such that Jl'iu) = L^u + P(a) where P{u) satisfies the conditions of equa-

tion (3.2), and Ll = ft"(0).  Then every eigenvalue \\ of (3.1) z's a point of

bifurcation of (3.2) with respect to the origin provided (a) either that Lj  is a

(1-1) map of Ker L z'nio itself, and (b) L is a bounded selfadjoint mapping of

H into H with nonnegative spectrum.
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Proof.   In order to proceed we shall use Lemma B, i.e., we write H = Ker L

© H0 and write an equation equivalent to (3.2) on HQ.  In order to apply Lemma B,

we let II be the canonical projection of H —» Ker L and show that for v e Ker L

given w e Hq sufficiently small, the equation ÍÍK'(v + w) = 0 can be uniquely

solved for v in terms oí w, v - g(w) (say) with g differentiable.   Indeed, since

Jl%) = Lxu + P(u), (1.8) becomes IlLj^ + w) + UP(v + w) = 0.  Since Lx is

selfadjoint, UL^w = 0 so that

(3.14) m-jtz + nP^ + a^O.

Now on Ker L, Lx is invertible since by hypothesis either the map Lx: Ker L

—►Ker L is (1-1). Thus the implicit function theorem applied to (3.14) implies

that there is a unique C function g(v) such that v = g(w) satisfies (3.14) and

||g(u>)|| = 0(\\w\\ ). By virtue of Lemma B, in a small neighborhood of the origin

the solutions of (3.2) coincide with the solutions of

(3.15) Lw = \\Lxw + $'(w)\

on H0, where §(a>) = Jl(w + g(w)). Now on HQ, Lw is (1-1) and since L is a

Fredholm map of index zero, L is invertible on r7Q.   Furthermore, since L is

positive definite on Hq, L~    is also positive definite and selfadjoint, and thus

has a square root L~      .   Consider the critical points in f/n of the functional

xA(Lx(L'U2z), z) + §(L~x/2z) on the sphere ||z||2 = R (for R sufficiently small).

They are precisely the solutions of

(3.16) z = A!L-* Lyl-X z + L-* §'(L"H z)},

or

L'^z = \\Lx(L-iAz) + §'(L-'Az)}.

Setting w = L'1'2z, Lw = \\Lx(w) + § '(w)\. Thus the solutions of (3.16) are in

(1-1) correspondence with die solutions of (3.15). Now to (3.16) we can apply the follow-

ing theorem [9] which we state as follows:

An eigenvalue A', of z = AL.z is a point bifurcation for the operator equa-

tion z = At LjZ + P'(z)\ at z = 0 provided (/ -A'.L.) is a Fredholm selfadjoint

operator mapping H —» H and for ||z|| sufficiently small P(z) is a C   functional

such that P '(0) = P" (0) - 0.  Since the nonzero eigenvalues of z = \L'1/2LxL'1/2z

ate exactly the nonzero eigenvalues of (3.1), we find that the nonzero eigenvalues

of (3.1) are points of bifurcation of (3.2).  Thus the theorem is established.

Remark.  Actually the provisos of Theorems 3 and 4 can be considerably

weakened, by a closer study of bifurcation theory.   Indeed we conjecture that the

hypothesis (a) and the assumption concerning the spectrum of L in 4 may be re-

moved completely.   We hope to carry this extension out in a later publication.
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IV.  Applications.  Here we apply the results of the previous sections to some

specific nonlinear problems in the theory of ordinary and partial differential equa-

tions .

(i)  The Dirichlet problem for semilinear elliptic partial differential equations.

Let fl be a bounded domain (with smooth boundary) in R  , and suppose that a

formally selfadjoint elliptic operator L (of order 2m) defined on Q can be written

in the form

(4.1) La=        Z      {-l)^Da[aanix)Dßu]

where the coefficients a„g(*) are smooth (i.e., of class Ca'li (say) for some 0 <

p < l).  Now we consider the existence of nontrivial solutions of the following

semilinear elliptic boundary value problem:

(4.2) La = A Z i-l)^Da\faix, D^u)\    in Q,
M.1/3 |S»7.-1

(4.3) Dau\da = 0,      |a|<nz-l.

As an application of Theorem 2, we prove

Theorem 5. Suppose faix, 0=dFix, £)/<?£a, for \a\ <m-l, where Fix. £)

= Fix, f^)> ||8| < m - 1, is a C1 strictly convex even function of Ç with Fix, 0)

= dF(x, 0)/t9f a= 0 for fixed x £ fl, and satisfies the following growth conditions

(for \u\ + \Du\ + • • • +■ |Dma| sufficiently large)

(4.4 ') Fix, 0 —» °°    as    |f | —> oo    uniformly for x £ fl;

(4.A") -L{x, u, Du, ...,D'"-1a)< const/     Z     \Dyu\°av\

where aay <ay\l - ff"1! and for 8 > 0, ct8 = 2/V/(N - 2{m -8)).  Then the sys-

tem (4.2)—(4.3) has a nontrivial solution iuiR), \{R)) for each R > 0 with the

property that LF(x, uiR)) = R.

Proof.  The proof can be divided into two parts:  (1) the existence of non-

trivial weak solutions of (4.2)—(4.3), and (2) the proof of the regularity of the non-

trivial weak solutions.  Since (2) follows by arguments now standard, using the

regularity theory for linear elliptic equations (cf. for example t2, pp. 168—172]),

it suffices to prove part (1).  Recall that a weak solution of the system (4.2)-(4.3)

is an element a £ W   2(Q) which satisfies the following integral identity for all

test functions V £W„ AQ,),'        m, ¿
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(4.5) Z      fQ aaß(x)DauDßn. A        Z     / fa(x, D^u)D\

Furthermore, such weak solutions are in (1-1) correspondence with the solutions

of the operator equations in w   Au) of the form

(4.6) Lu = Aß«)

where the operators L, \ mapping wm 2(Q) into itself are defined implicitly by

(4.7) (La, i») -       Z        {  aaß(x)DauDßr,,    Vt, 6 C~(Q),

(4.8) (P«),i/)- Z ifa(x,D^u)Dari,   Vr? e C~(Q).|«|.|/?fc.-l ^
Thus if we can verify the hypotheses of Theorem 1 for the abstract operators L

and N, we shall have proven our result.   By virtue of definition (4.7), it is clear

that L is a bounded selfadjoint operator on W   Ail).  The facts that L has a

closed range and finite dimensional kernel follow immediately from Gârding's

inequality and Rellich's lemma.   Indeed, by Gârding's inequality for arbitrary

u e W   AQ,) there are constants cx > 0 and c, >.0 independent of a such that

(La. a) >c, Wo       -*2Mi '

Wm,2 2

By Rellich's lemma, a bounded set in W   2(Q) is compact in L2(Q) so that

||a||0 2 can be regarded as a compact seminorm on w   2(Q).  The result now fol-

lows immediately by well-known arguments, see for example 15, pp. 126—127].

We now consider the operator defined by (4.8).   First we note that by virtue

of the growth condition (4.4) and the Sobolev imbedding theorem the functional

?(a) = Jfi F(x, DK),       |j8|<f»-l,

is defined on w   2(0). Since F is a C   function, an elementary calculation

shows that the Fre'chet derivative of j(u), 3" '(a) exists and

(4.9) (?'(«), i,)-       Z     f fa(x, dPu)D\
\a\sm-l  JQ

Therefore, by (4.8), £(a) = J'(a) so that \ is a well-defined mapping from

m 2^~* "m 2^'  Again tne hypothesis (4.4) shows (after an elementary com-

putation) that the F rechet derivative of íF'(zz) exists and is continuous; thus
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j = a is C .   Furthermore the Sobolev-Kondrachov compactness theorem implies

that /amaps weakly convergent sequences into strongly convergent sequences.

Indeed, if a   —♦ a weakly in w   -(fl), we estimate
n ' m,¿

||f!(anM(a)|| = „sup    (f(an)-f(a),n).
h \\si

Thus by repeated use of Holder's inequality (4.4) and Sobolev's imbedding theo-

rem, as n —» », \\f.iun) - f!(a)|| = o(l).  Thus the operator (!(a) maps weakly con-

vergent sequences into strongly convergent sequences.  Hence by (4.4), the func-

tional j{u) is continuous with respect to weak convergence in W   2(Q).  Next

we show that (La, a) —» oo as  ||a|| —» oo for u £ CR.   Assuming, without loss of

generality, that volume (fl) = 1, Jensen's inequality and the evenness of Fix, ¿j)

imply that, for a £ CR,

R = fQ Fix, |a|, |Da|.\Dm'lu\)>p(x, fQ |«|, • • •, J"fl ¡D""^.

Thus by the growth condition (4.4'), u £CR implies ||a||Lj < ||a||m_j j < giR)

where the function giR) is a bounded function of R independent of a.   Since

GErding's inequality can be written in the form

(La. ̂ycAHl^-cAlulll^^Ml^-^giR),      c >0.

We find that (La, a) —» oo as  ||a||m 2 —> oo for a e CR.

The functional ?(a) thetefore satisfies all the hypotheses of Corollary A

so that the equation La = \3"'(a) has a one-parameter family of nontrivial solu-

tions iuiR), \{r)) suchthat \{R)4'0 and ¡Fix, D^uiR.)) = R; which proves

Theorem 5.

(ii) Semilinear second order elliptic equations on compact manifolds.   Let

OR  » g) denote a compact differentiable manifold of dimension N with Riemann-

ian metric  g.   Suppose A denotes the Laplace-Beltrami equation on 0R, g).

Then we consider the existence of nontrivial solutions of the nonlinear equation

(4.10) Aa + jß(x)a + A/U a) = 0

where ß{x) is any smooth function on (%N, g) and fix, ¿;) is a C    function of

{x, f) satisfying

(4.11) £l>0,      |/(x,ai< constU + lfTi,      *<—-
dg N -2

As an application of Theorem 2, we prove

Theorem 6.   Under the above hypotheses (4.11), (4.10) has a one-parameter

family of nontrivial solutions iuiR), \(R)) for each R > 0 with Lf{x, u{r)) = R,
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where F(x, 0) = 0 and Fu(x, a) = f(x, a), provided F(x, f) is a strictly convex

C2 function of u for fixed x, and F(x, Ç) —» » uniformly in x, as ||tf || —» ».

Proof.  As in (i) above, it suffices to prove the existence of nontrivial weak

solutions of (4.10), i.e., a function u e\Vx 20K, g) such that

(4.12) j   ÍVa • V»? - ß(x)ur]}dV = A (% f(x, u)t}dV

tot all T) e C°°öll, g). Again as in (i), (4.12) can be written as an operator equa-

tion in Wj 20ll, g) of the form La = A A/a, where the operators L and N ate de-

fined implicitly by the formulae

(4.13) (La, j,) = fn [Va . V, - ß(x)ur,] dV,

(4.14) (Nu, if) = ¡t [f(x, u)n] dV.

As in the proof of Theorem 5,  L is selfadjoint and bounded in Wx 20H, g) where

the inner product in Wx 20H, g) is defined to be (a, v) = L(Va ' Vv + uv)dV.

Since ß(x) is bounded by a constant K (say) (as % is compact),

(La, a) > ||Va||\   -V\\u\\y2 > M\,2 - <* + l>ll«ilg.2-

Because a bounded set in Wx 20H, g) is compact in L2, we find that, just as in

Theorem 1, L Jias closed range and dim Ker L < ».  Now we investigate the op-

erator A/a defined by (4.14).   Clearly as in Theorem 1, the Kondrachov-Sobolev

compactness theorem implies that N maps weakly convergent sequences in

W, 20R, g) into strongly convergent sequences.   Thus the function 71(a) = /F(x, a)

is weakly compact and Tí '(a) = Nu.   In addition, one verifies immediately that

71 is C .  Consequently, an application of Theorem 1 yields Theorem 6, since,

as in (i), (La, a) —» » as  ||a|| —» » with fQF(x, a) = R.

(iii)   Periodic solutions of nonlinear Hamiltonian systems.   If x denotes a

vector in R   , we consider the periodic solutions of the system

(4.15) x+Vi/(*) = 0

where U(x) is a C   real-valued function defined on RN.  By virtue of Theorems

1, 3, and 4, we can prove

Theorem 7. The system (4.15) has a one-parameter family of periodic solutions

x(R), parametrized by the mean value of U(x) over a period, provided the function

U(x) is strictly convex and 0 = t/(0) < U(x).

Theorem 8.   //, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1,  U(x) = xAAx ' x

+ 0(|x|2)  for  \x\   sufficiently small, where the eigenvalues ¡A?¡ of the constant

matrix A are ordered such that 0 < A2 < A? < ... < k2^.   Then x(R) —» 0 as R-+0
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and the minimal period of x{r), t{r) —» 2zr/A^.

Theorem 9.   // Uix) = xAAx ' x + 0(|x|2) is a C2 real-valued function for

\x\ sufficiently small, where A is a nonsingular matrix with k positive eigen-

values; 0 < Aj < \j < A? < • • • < A2.    Then in a small neighborhood of x =0,

(4.15) has k one-parameter families of periodic solutions x.{r) {i = 1, • • • , k)

whose periods r .(R) for R sufficiently small satisfy {x.{R), r,(/?)) —> (0, 27r/A'.)

as R -» 0.

Proofs.  We first show that the nontrivial periodic solutions of (4.15) are in

(1-1) correspondence with the nontrivial solutions of an operator equation of the

form (0. l).  To this end, we follow the procedure in [l], and set / = As in (4.15)

(so that solutions of period 2rr in s correspond to 27rAiperiodic solutions in r).

Then we let H = Hv_1//¿[0, rr] denote the direct product of N-copies of the Hu-

bert space Hi of even absolutely continuous functions x¿(s) defined on [0, n]

such that x{(s) £ L2(0, rr) {i = 1, • • • , N).  H is a Hubert space with respect to

the inner product

N

ix, y)H = Z Jp ixiyi + x¡y)ds.
z'=l

Following [l], even 2zr-periodic solutions of x + A^V(/(x) =0 can be found by

finding the nontrivial solutions of the operator equation Lx = A2Nx in H, where

the operators  L and N mapping H into H are defined implicitly by the relations

N

(4.16) {Lx • 7])H = Z /g *, ' Vi    for all 7/6/7,

(4.17) (Nx.7/)H=JorV(/(x).7/.

Clearly (4.16) implies that L is selfadjoint, (Lx ' x) >0, dim Ker L KRN, and

that the range of L is closed.   On the other hand, (4.16) clearly implies that N

is the Fre'chet derivative of ft'(a) = J"£ U(x) in H, and ft'(a)= f%U{x)ds is

clearly weakly sequentially continuous on H since bounded sets in H ate com-

pact in C[0, 77].  It is also clear that the-strict convexity and smoothness of Uix)

imply the strict convexity and C    nature of ft(a).  Thus an application of Theo-

rems 1 and 3 to the equation La = A2A/a yields Theorems 7 and 8.   Indeed Theo-

rem 8 is derived from Theorem 3 by noting that, by hypothesis, if Vi/(x) = Ax +

0(|x|  ), the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the equation Lx = ALjX corresponds

to the smallest nonzero eigenvalue ß of x + AMx = 0 over H.   Thus ß   = 1AN,

so that j8 = 1AN; and thus r{R) = 27tA(R) —» 2fr/AN as R -» 0.   In exactly the
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same way, periodic solutions of the system X + Ax + f(x) = 0 can be found by

finding solutions of the operator equation

Lx = A2ÍLjX+P(x)}

in H.  Since periodic solutions of (4.15) correspond only to strictly positive eigen-

values A2, we note that the positive eigenvalues of Lx = A2LjX in H correspond

to positive eigenvalues of x + A2 Ax = 0 in H.  However, these last eigenvalues

are precisely the numbers \N /k2\ N ■ 1, 2, •• « , ; t =1, 2,... , k\. In particular,

the numbers 1/A.f  (z* = I, • « « , k) are eigenvalues that correspond to one-parameter

families x.(r) of (4.15) with period 2/t\(r)—♦ 2tt/\\ as R —> 0.

In a similar manner Theorem 9 is derived from Theorem 4.  The only point that

does not follow immediately is that the hypothesis, Lx: Ker L —» Ker L is (1-1),

is satisfied in the present case.  To verify this, we note first that Ker LSRN

and consists of the constant N-vectors (cx, c2, • « •, c.,). Now on Ker L, the

abstract operator Lj coincides with matrix multiplication by the {natrix A.  Thus

since A is nonsingular, A is (1-1) on Ker L and maps Ker L into itself.

Remark.  Dr. Alan Weinstein has recently obtained an alternate proof of The-

orem 9 showing that each family of periodic solutions can be chosen to be

distinct.
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